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was developed simultaneously
with the textbook as an
integral part of the teaching
and learning system.

economies of advanced
countries. Feenstra and
Taylor combine theoretical
coverage with empirical
International Economics evidence throughout, while
reflecting the realities of the
plus LaunchPad Access
Princeton University Press global economy by covering
Developed in the classroom emerging markets and
developing countries (India,
by two of the most
China, Southeast Asia). The
prominent researchers in
new edition has been
the field, Feenstra and
thoroughly updated to
Taylor's International
Economics uses engaging include new data and
Applications, as well as
applications to provide a
many new Headlines to
modern view of the global
reflect the rapid changes in
economy for a modern
audience. Most international international economics
during the last three years.
economics textbooks
The 4th Edition includes the
emphasize theory and the

latest on opening relations
with Cuba, immigration and
Europe's refugee crisis, the
effect of NAFTA on wages
and employment, job
polarization, quicksourcing,
China's problems, and the
debate in Britain about
leaving the European Union.
A modern textbook requires
a modern and integrated
homework system.
LaunchPad offers our
acclaimed content organized
for easy assignability by
instructors and enhanced
learning for students.
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Robert C. Feenstra, Alan M. international economics available in it’s own
dedicated version of
Taylor University of Chicago textbooks emphasize
theory and the
LaunchPad, Worth
Press
economies of advanced
Publishers’
This innovative resource
countries. Feenstra and breakthrough new online
reinforces the topics and key Taylor’s text anchors course space. Available
theoretical coverage to in Different Versions
concepts covered in the
Feenstra and Taylor’s
'International Economics'. empirical evidence
International
Economics
International
Economics
Developed in the
classroom by two of
the most prominent
researchers in the
field, Feenstra and
Taylor’s International
Economics is a modern
textbook for a modern
audience. Most

throughout, while
reflecting the
realities of the global
economy by covering
emerging markets and
developing countries
(India, China,
Southeast Asia). The
new edition has been
thoroughly updated,
including the latest on
the Eurozone crisis. In
addition, it will be

International
Economics, Third
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a variety of versions,
to fit the ways the
course is most often
taught. • A full
version for the twosemester sequence
covering international
trade and
macroeconomics • Split
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semester courses
material and examples
media coverage of the global
focusing on either
rigorous enough to meet the economy.
trade or macroeconomics challenges of teaching in
Microeconomic Structure
• A brief version,
this fast-moving area, yet
and Macroeconomic
Essentials of
approachable enough to
Implications Macmillan
International
encourage learning.
Higher Education
Economics, for courses Applications, integrated
An essential introduction to
covering trade and
throughout, use real-world one of the most timely and
macroeconomics in one
policies, events and
important subjects in
semester.
evidence, and help students economics International
International Trade Worth connect theory to real world Macroeconomics presents a
Developed in the classroom policy and events. Many
rigorous and theoretically
by two of the most
topics covered reflect
elegant treatment of realprominent researchers in
recent applied research and world international
the field, Robert C Feenstra data as well as shedding
macroeconomic problems,
and Alan M Taylor’s
new light on existing
incorporating the latest
International
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kind textbook introduces a thinking. Provides a rigorous a wealth of exercises at the
basic model and applies it to and elegant treatment of
end of each chapter that
fundamental questions in
fundamental questions in
challenge students to hone
international economics,
international
their theoretical skills and
including the determinants macroeconomics Brings
scrutinize the empirical
of the current account in
undergraduate and master's relevance of models
small and large economies, instruction in line with
Accompanied by a website
processes of adjustment to modern economic research with lecture slides for every
shocks, the determinants of Follows a microfounded,
chapter
the real exchange rate, the optimizing, and dynamic
Integration, Crisis, and
role of fixed and flexible
general equilibrium
Growth Worth Publishers
exchange rates in models
approach Addresses
Developed in the
with nominal rigidities, and fundamental questions in
classroom by two of the
interactions between
international economics,
most prominent
monetary and fiscal policy. such as the role of capital
researchers in the field,
The book confronts
controls in the presence of
Feenstra and Taylor's
theoretical predictions using financial frictions and
actual data, highlighting
balance-of-payments crises International Economics
both the power and limits of Uses real-world data to test uses engaging
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global economy for a
data and Applications, as a modern and integrated
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well as many new
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theory and the economies international economics
organized for easy
of advanced countries.
during the last three
assignability by
Feenstra and Taylor
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instructors and enhanced
combine theoretical
includes the latest on
learning for students.
coverage with empirical opening relations with
Applied International
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Cuba, immigration and
Economics Macmillan
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Europe's refugee crisis, This innovative
realities of the global
the effect of NAFTA on resource, created by
economy by covering
wages and employment, Stephen Yeaple, was
emerging markets and
job polarization,
developed
developing countries
quicksourcing, China's
simultaneously with the
(India, China, Southeast problems, and the debate
textbook as an integral
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Macroeconomics in the
this debate since
discusses a supportive
Wake of the Global Financial understanding the
financial environment as a
Crisis Pearson College
sluggishness of the
precondition for the
Division
recovery process as well as rebound of global economic
This book collects selected its implications for the
activity, stressing that
articles addressing several natural interest rate are key understanding capital flows
currently debated issues in to assessing output gaps
is a prerequisite for
the field of international
and the monetary policy
economic-policy decisions.
macroeconomics. They
stance. The authors argue International
focus on the role of the
that a more dynamic
Macroeconomics MIT Press
central banks in the debate domestic and external
Developed in the classroom
on how to come to terms
aggregate demand helps to by two of the most
with the long-term decline raise the inflation rate,
prominent researchers in
in productivity growth,
easing the constraint
the field, Feenstra and
insufficient aggregate
deriving from the zero
Taylor’s International
demand, high economic
lower bound and allowing
Economics uses engaging
uncertainty and growing
monetary policy to depart
applications to provide a
inequalities following the
from its current ultramodern view of the global
global financial crisis.
accommodative position.
economy for a modern
Central banks are of
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textbooks emphasize theory latest on opening relations Developed in the
and the economies of
with Cuba, immigration and classroom by two of the
advanced countries.
Europe’s refugee crisis, themost prominent
Feenstra and Taylor
effect of NAFTA on wages researchers in the field,
combine theoretical
and employment, job
Feenstra and Taylor’s
coverage with empirical
polarization, quicksourcing,
International Economics
evidence throughout, while China’s problems, and the
uses engaging
reflecting the realities of
debate in Britain about
the global economy by
leaving the European Union. applications to provide a
covering emerging markets A modern textbook requires modern view of the global
economy for a modern
and developing countries
a modern and integrated
audience. Most
(India, China, Southeast
homework system.
international economics
Asia). The new edition has LaunchPad offers our
been thoroughly updated to acclaimed content organized textbooks emphasize
include new data and
for easy assignability by
theory and the economies
Applications, as well as
instructors and enhanced
of advanced countries.
many new Headlines to
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while reflecting the
realities of the global
economy by covering
emerging markets and
developing countries
(India, China, Southeast
Asia). The new edition
has been thoroughly
updated to include new
data and Applications, as
well as many new
Headlines to reflect the
rapid changes in
international economics
during the last three
years. The 4th Edition
includes the latest on
opening relations with
Cuba, immigration and

Europe’s refugee crisis, Higher Education
the effect of NAFTA on Available for the first time
wages and employment, with Macmillan's new online
learning tool, Achieve, the
job polarization,
quicksourcing, China’s new edition of Feenstra and
Taylor's International
problems, and the debate
Economics provides
in Britain about leaving
engaging, balanced
the European Union. A
coverage and applications
modern textbook requires of key concepts. Developed
a modern and integrated in the classroom by two of
homework system.
the most prominent
LaunchPad offers our
researchers in the field, it
seamlessly blends theory
acclaimed content
and empirical data with realorganized for easy
world policies, events, and
assignability by
instructors and enhanced evidence. And with
Achieve, the new edition
learning for students.
Essentials of International
Economics Macmillan
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economy.
(Chapter 6) • Tariffs and Cambridge University
International Economics
quotas under imperfect
Press
Worth Pub
competition (Chapter 9) • Assuming a minimum
Developed in the classroom International agreements on exposure to Principles of
by two of the most
trade, labor, and the
Microeconomics, this
prominent researchers in
environment (Chapter 11)
book reviews economic
the field, Feenstra and
As well as core topics: •
models and presents
Taylor’s International
The Ricardian model
Economics is a modern
(Chapter 2) • The specific- theories to explain the
textbook for a modern
factors model (Chapter 3) benefits and goals of
trade between countries.
audience, connecting theory • The Heckscher-Ohlin
to empirical evidence and
model (Chapter 4) • Trade It is rigorous and unique
in its presentation of
expanding beyond the
with increasing returns to
traditional focus on
scale and imperfect
stories about countries in
advanced companies to
competition (Chapter 6) • today's world. In addition
cover emerging markets
Import tariffs and quotas
to real-world stories, the
and developing economies. under perfect competition
text also offers standard
International Trade is a
(Chapter 8) • Export
theoretical constructs
split volume from the text, subsidies (Chapter 10)
and economic models.
covering: • Offshoring of
International
International Trade
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Routledge
An elegant synthesis of
key research on the
globalization of
production and itsrelation
to wage movements.

global economy for a
modern audience. Most
international economics
textbooks emphasize
theory and the
economies of advanced
Globalization in
countries. Feenstra and
Historical Perspective
Taylor combine
Worth Publishers
theoretical coverage
Developed in the
with empirical evidence
classroom by two of
throughout, while
the most prominent
reflecting the realities
researchers in the field,
of the global economy
Feenstra and Taylor's
by covering emerging
International Economics
markets and developing
uses engaging
countries (India, China,
applications to provide
Southeast Asia). The
a modern view of the
new edition has been

thoroughly updated to
include new data and
Applications, as well as
many new Headlines to
reflect the rapid
changes in international
economics during the
last three years. The
4th Edition includes the
latest on opening
relations with Cuba,
immigration and
Europe's refugee crisis,
the effect of NAFTA on
wages and employment,
job polarization,
quicksourcing, China's
problems, and the
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debate in Britain about grand scale of China's
leaving the European
rise have produced a
Union. A modern
heady mixture of
textbook requires a
wonder and
modern and integrated consternation in the
homework system.
West. Is China on track
LaunchPad offers our
to become a
acclaimed content
superpower? What
organized for easy
would that mean for the
assignability by
rest of the world?
instructors and
Economist Hu Angang
enhanced learning for
approaches these
students.
questions through
Study Guide for
analysis of three major
International Economics dimensions of China's
Princeton University
rise: its overall
Press
economic and social
The rapid pace and
development; advances

in education, science,
and technology
(including alternative
energy); and the likely
complications posed by
resource scarcity,
environmental
degradation, and climate
change. After three
decades of
unprecedented
economic growth, China
is now home to the
world's second-largest
economy. It is the
world's largest exporter
and its second-largest
consumer of energy (as
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well as number one in Beijing will face as its guide the next stage of
carbon emissions).
global footprint
China's rise, seeking to
Extrapolating from
expands. Through a
maximize the country's
these seismic changes, meticulous examination positive impact on the
Hu forecasts that by
of China's development world and minimize the
2020 China will become trajectory, Hu Angang negative externalities of
a .mature, responsible, explains how his
its meteoric
and attractive
nation—as the world's development.
superpower. that will
largest emerging
Loose-leaf Version for
contribute, alongside
market—will impact
International
the European Union, to global economic growth, Macroeconomics
the .end of the unipolar foreign direct
Cram101
era dominated by the
investment flows,
Developed in the
United States.. China in energy consumption,
classroom by two of
2020 presents a native and carbon dioxide
the most prominent
Chinese perspective on emissions. He proposes researchers in the field,
the challenges and
a comprehensive
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uses engaging
countries (India, China, job polarization,
applications to provide a Southeast Asia). The
quicksourcing, China’s
modern view of the
new edition has been
problems, and the
global economy for a
thoroughly updated to debate in Britain about
modern audience. Most include new data and
leaving the European
international economics Applications, as well as Union. A modern
textbooks emphasize
many new Headlines to textbook requires a
theory and the
reflect the rapid
modern and integrated
economies of advanced changes in international homework system.
countries. Feenstra and economics during the
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last three years. The
acclaimed content
theoretical coverage
4th Edition includes the organized for easy
with empirical evidence latest on opening
assigning by instructors
throughout, while
relations with Cuba,
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author deals with both
treatments in mathematical to present a long-term
conventional and new
terms. The new edition has economic analysis of the
approaches to trade theory been thoroughly revised and phenomenon, one that
and policy, treating all
updated to reflect the latest frames the issue by
important research topics in research on international
examining its place in the
international economics and trade.
long history of international
clarifying their
International Economics
integration. This volume
mathematical intricacies.
Worth Publishers
collects eleven papers doing
The textbook is intended
As awareness of the
exactly that and more. The
for undergraduates,
process of globalization
first group of essays
graduates and researchers grows and the study of its explores how the process of
alike. It addresses
effects becomes
globalization can be
undergraduate students
increasingly important to
measured in terms of the
with extremely clear
governments and
long-term integration of
language and illustrations, businesses (as well as to a different markets-from the
making even the most
sizable opposition), the
markets for goods and
complex trade models
need for historical
commodities to those for
accessible. In the
understanding also
labor and capital, and from
appendices, graduate
increases. Despite the
the sixteenth century to the
students and researchers
importance of the topic, few present. The second set of
will find self-contained
attempts have been made
contributions places this
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knowledge in a wider
financial development,
context, examining some of financial crises, and the
the trends and questions
architecture of the
that have emerged as
international financial
markets converge and
system itself. This volume
diverge: the roles of
reveals a much larger
technology and geography picture of the process of
are both considered, along globalization, one that
with the controversial
stretches from the
issues of globalization's
establishment of a global
effects on inequality and
economic system during the
social justice and the roles nineteenth century through
of political institutions in
the disruptions of two world
responding to them. The
wars and the Great
final group of essays
Depression into the present
addresses the international day. The keen analysis,
financial systems that play insight, and wisdom in this
such a large part in guiding volume will have something
the process of globalization, to offer a wide range of
considering the influence of readers interested in this
exchange rate regimes,
important issue.
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